
Oil

On the oil market, the sideways trading continued yesterday, where the Brent front month contract fell marginally and closed at 81,92 
USD/bbl. The market currently has focus on a strengthening US economy, which is recovering from the high inflation of the last few 
years. This spurs hopes of growing oil demand but the market still appears unable to increase noticeable and we see sideways trading 
early in Wednesday’ session as well.

Gas
Prices continued to fall on the gas market yesterday, but the first signals Wednesday are bullish. There is however no reason to think 
that we are up for a long uptrend, since the weather forecasts are little changed and the fundamental situations remains bearish with a 
strong supply picture ahead of the end of the heating season.

Coal
European coal prices were little changed yesterday, with the API 2 2025 contract closing at 105 USD/t. The market is trying to consoli-
date following the big price jumps in late February and early March, caused by reduced Russian supply and increasing demand in China. 
We expect rising prices Wednesday where gas also climbs.

Carbon
Yesterday, the European carbon market stabilized following four straight days of falling prices. The market appears to continue to track 
the movements on the fuel markets closely, which have consolidated a bit recently following the increases in late February and early 
March. We consider modest increases likely in today’s session.

Hydro
Expected precipitation in the Nordic area during the forthcoming ten days is around 25 % above seasonal normal. This is a clear change 
following a dry period and temperatures are also expected to increase during the same period of time. We consider the outlook more or 
less neutral for the Nordic power market as it has not changed much since yesterday.

Germany
The German power market traded modestly down yesterday, but as with both gas, coal and carbon, fluctuations were rather small. 
The market appears to recover today due to colder weather forecasts, which also affect the fuel markets. The overall sentiment is 
unchanged however, due to the strong gas supply picture as the heating season is coming to an end.

Equities
Even though the US key figures showed a bit higher inflation than previously expected yesterday, the stock markets edged up nonethe-
less. The S&P 500 Index closed at a record high level following an increase of around 1 %. The European markets open largely sideways 
early Wednesday, with no major events scheduled to cause any fluctuations today.

Conclusion

Tuesday, we saw a stabilization on the Nordic power market following the very sharp price falls of the previous day. The market might 
have felt a need of a correction and the Q2-24 and 2025 contracts closed at 32,80 EUR/MWh and 38,35 EUR/MWh respectively. The 
market opens bullishly Wednesday, likely in response to corresponding increases in Germany, but there are no major changes to the 
weather forecasts to justify a price jump.
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